PRESS RELEASE
Fifth award of the Casa di Goethe scholarship of the Karin and Uwe
Hollweg Foundation in Rome
Bonn/Rome, 8th March 2021. For the fifth time, the jury has chosen
scholarship holders for the award of the Casa di Goethe scholarship of
the Karin and Uwe Hollweg Foundation for a working stay in Rome.
Since 2013, the scholarship has given writers, scientists and publicists who
devote their work to German-Italian cultural exchange the opportunity to
live and work for two to three months in the rooms of the Casa di Goethe in
the historical centre. Since the extension of the Casa di Goethe in the year
2012, a guest room has been available to scholarship holders there.
The German-Italian jury (Angelo Bolaffi, Rome; Susanne Popp, Karlsruhe;
Dieter Richter, Bremen) has chosen seven scholarship holders from
numerous applications, who will be guests at the Casa di Goethe from the
autumn of 2021:
– Dr. Gesine Bey, literary scholar, is researching on “Martha Musil's years
in Rome”;
– Thomas Brussig, author, is researching for his Eckermann novel “Over
all the Treetops”;
– Alexander Cammann, editor, is writing a non-fiction book about artists in
baroque Rome;
– Verena von Koskull, translator, is doing research in Rome on the Italian
writer Alba de Céspedes;
– Dr. Kirsten Krumeich, art historian, is embarking on a search for the
whereabouts of a bust by Giovanni Pierluigi Palestrina;
– Karoline Mueller-Stahl,Germanist, is writing about the Via Merulana;
– Dr. Adelheid Rasche, art historian, is creating a fashion ABC on
Goethe's wardrobe;
We thank the Karin and Uwe Hollweg Foundation for the many years of
support of the scholarship programme.
Please send enquiries to:
AsKI, Prinz-Albert-Str. 34, 53113 Bonn, Tel. 0228/224860; E-mail
info@aski.org
Museum Casa di Goethe, Via del Corso 18, 00186 Roma, Tel.
0039/06/32650412;
E-mail: info@casadigoethe.it

